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An Inseparable Partnership-
Water and Agriculture
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• Farmer:  grew up on a dairy, have grown forage, vegetable, citrus and wine 
grapes

• Eastern Municipal Water District board member since 2001

• Metropolitan Water District of Southern California board member since 
2003 including fours years as Chairman

• Association of California Water Agencies board president for two years

• California Farm Water Coalition board member 

• 1976 graduate of Cal Poly SLO
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Agriculture in California
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For the last 20 years, the California State Water Project’s average water 
is 34 percent for agricultural and 66 percent for residential, municipal, 
and industrial.
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Facts On California’s Agricultural Production

• California accounts for two-thirds of U.S. fruit 
production and one-third of U.S. vegetable 
production

• Combined, more than 60% of the U.S.-produced 
fruits, nuts, and vegetables come from The 
Golden State

• California’s total agricultural value is ~ $50 billion 
per year

• In 2015, farms generated 38% more state product 
compared to 1980 while reducing water use by 
14%

• California’s Central Valley produces 8% of the 
nation’s agricultural product on less than 1% of 
the nation’s agricultural land

• Water users have invested $100 million a year for 
more than a decade on new Delta science

• Use of recycled water has tripled in agriculture 
since the late 1980s to over 700,000 AF annually.
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Price Points Are Critical 

• California law (Prop. 218) requires that 
there be a nexus between the price of 
water and the cost of delivery.

• Farm water is often delivered close to its 
source via gravity through old 
infrastructure that was built when costs 
were low.

• Urban water is often delivered through 
infrastructure that includes local storage, 
water treatment to meet drinking water 
standards and is available on-demand at 
the customer level 24-hours a day.

• Sacramento Valley farm water can be 
delivered for $25 to $50 per acre-foot.

• Southern California urban water can cost 
$1,500 per acre-foot.

• Drought-year spot market prices can 
exceed $2,000 per acre-foot.
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2022 Surface Water Deliveries

Region Acres Allocation

North of Delta – CVP Water Service Contractors 450,000 0% 

North of Delta – CVP Settlement Contractors 450,000 18%

South of Delta – CVP Water Service Contractors 1,200,000 0%

Exchange Contractors 240,000 50%

Feather River Diversion Agreement 150,000 50%

State Water Project 750,000 5%

Friant River 1,000,000 15%

San Joaquin River Tributaries (Modesto, Turlock, Merced) 260,000 50%

Almost half of California’s irrigated farmland is getting 50% or less of a normal water supply.
One-third of California’s irrigated farmland is getting 15% or less, some as low as zero.
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Stabilizing Groundwater Supplies

• California must find a way 
to deal with overdraft to 
eliminate long-term 
imbalances and promote 
sustainability

• Groundwater 
sustainability must be 
addressed in two forms: 
Quality and quantity

• Long-term impacts of 
unsustainable 
groundwater basins 
include substantial costs 
to water and other 
infrastructure (roads, 
bridges) because of 
subsidence.
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Successfully Managing Delta Water Supplies

There is surplus water in wet years that we can store for use in dry years.

“Increasing the amount of water 
stored during wet periods — whether 
by taking more water out upstream of 

the Delta, or making the best use of 
export facilities — has to be done with 

care for the environment and other 
water users. But it is possible to do a 

better job of storing water during wet 
years — both above and below ground 

— without doing harm.”
– Public Policy Institute of California 

Policy Brief, May 2022

Scan QR code with your phone for a copy of the PPIC Policy Brief
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Voluntary Agreements and the Path Forward
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EMWD Overview and Partnership
with Agricultural Customers  
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Water Supply Portfolio

1990

Population served: 358,000

2021*

Population served: 870,500

Colorado River 
and State 

Water Project 
from MWD

66%

Groundwater
18%

Recycled 

Water
16%

Colorado River and 
State Water Project 

from MWD
48%

Recycled 
Water
36%

Groundwater
11%

Desalters
5%

*Total Water Supply: 147,734 AF per EMWD Annual Comprehensive Financial Report, FYE 2021
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EMWD’s Recycled Water Program

• $200 million in capital investments

• 252 miles of recycled water pipeline

• Nearly 7,700 AF of seasonal storage

• Four pressure zones consisting of:

– 19.5 MG of elevated storage

– 24 active pump facilities 
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Ag Overview

• Riverside County, California, is 
still a major agricultural hub 
with production over $1.2 
billion annually, according to 
the Riverside County 
Agricultural Commissioner

– Coachella Valley is the 
second-largest agricultural 
producer in the state, with 
an estimated $700M in 
production in 2020 

• EMWD’s general service area 
of San Jacinto/Temecula 
Valley has an annual 
production of approximately 
$165 million

Source: Riverside County Agricultural Commissioner’s Office
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Recycled Water Overview

• Approximately two-thirds of EMWD’s 
recycled water supply is used to irrigate 
fields that provide fruits and vegetables 
for grocery stores, restaurants, farmers 
markets and households throughout the 
western United States

– Potatoes, melons, bok choy and other 
Asian vegetables; berries and fodder crops

• Price point is kept low enough to 
discourage groundwater pumping

– Two large diaries have signed in-lieu 
agreements to receive a discounted 
agricultural recycled water rate in exchange 
for restrictions on pumping from a high-
quality groundwater basin

– Agreements in place since 2008 

Recycled Water Sales by 
Customer Type Total Demand: 

More Than 30,000 acre feet

Using the right water 
for the right use
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Other Ag Partnership Efforts

• Ag irrigation efficiency study with Cal Poly San Luis Obispo

– Funded by the Bureau of Reclamation

• Established a regional coalition to assist in 
compliance with the Conditional Waiver for 
Agricultural Discharge, a program intended to 
reduce agricultural runoff in the watershed

– Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control Board

• Implementing policies to promote pollinators

– Safely remove/relocate bees instead of exterminating

– Promoting use of native plants in landscaping that support pollinators
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Highlighting Agriculture’s Commitments

• EMWD developed a program to promote recycled water awareness at 
agricultural sites

• Banners promoting the efficient use of recycled water were installed 
during the 2016 drought and new banners were installed in 2022

• Idea for banners came as a result of discussions with area farmers who felt 
the public was not aware of their commitment to recycled water and 
efficient practices 
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Contact Information

Randy Record
EMWD Vice President, and
Board of Director, The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California


